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This book, directly based on the author’s  Bowling Green State University dissertation, explains the turmoil Nigerian journalists have to face whenever, as one of her
respondents put it, the military ‘clamp down on us’ (p. ). Under assorted regimes,
Nigerian military dictators arrested, jailed, and killed journalists, and closed news organizations for long periods before democracy was restored in . This is a story of their
survival in those dark days, framed within the overall press agenda of ending military
rule in the s. Journalists and their news organizations carried stories that encouraged
a push for democratization. In presenting information that tallied with the press’s
democratization agenda, journalists and news organizations faced a variety of challenges.
This book, using an ethnographic approach, explains how the most prominent journalists
in Nigeria at the time overcame these challenges.
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REVIEWS

The title, however, misleadingly gives the impression that it addresses communication
technologies in Nigerian journalism. Aje-Ori Agbese notes that the challenges facing
Nigerian journalists at the time included ‘lack of social infrastructure (good roads, electricity and communication facilities) . . . and access to information’ (p. ). During the period covered by the original study (–), the internet was still in its infancy in Nigeria.
As noted by Agbese herself, ‘the commonest forms of communication technology in
Nigeria in the s were fax machines, pagers, personal computers and telephones’
(p. ). These were hardly cutting-edge compared to the new information technologies
that power the social network ecology of today to which the book title seems to allude.
Further, although ‘these technologies helped with communication and production’ of
news in Nigeria at the time, even ‘they were not readily available to everyone in Nigerian
media houses. Most times only top staff and owners had easy access to or owned some
form of communication technology.’ (p. ) This book is therefore decidedly not about
the role of Information and Communication technologies (ICTs) in African journalism
per se – for such a role would conjure up images of the use of contemporary mediascape
tapestries in journalism, which would include the whole gamut of current internet technologies. The ICTs featured in the book were evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, devices.
Although used to run circles around bafﬂed military and secret service agents, they only appeared revolutionary at a time when the Olympia typewriter ruled the typing pool roost.
What the book does feature is the role of the African journalist as the ‘voice of the voiceless’ who as Dr Reuben Abiti put it, had to ‘protect the people against the excesses of the
forces in power and authority’ (p. ). Abati was by  Special Adviser on Media and
Publicity to President Goodluck Jonathan of Nigeria. The book details the series of catand-mouse tactics – or ‘guerilla journalism’ – adopted by the correspondents to escape the
State’s secret agents. In the process, ‘luck, chance and God featured prominently in avoiding arrest because they understood getting arrested meant torture, jail and possibly death’
(p. ).
Speaking through ten of the most inﬂuential journalists in Nigeria – and as the daughter
of another inﬂuential journalist, who, though not included in the sample, facilitated access – Agbese provides an extremely effective study of how journalists survived in the
often brutal, suppressive, and dysfunctional military regimes that attempted to muzzle freedom of information and public accountability. The most signiﬁcant contribution the book
makes to modern African journalism is the insight it offers about the various strategies
journalists adopt to escape prosecution and live to report another day. These ranged
from cross-dressing for males to avoid detection and arrest, to pretending to be motor
mechanics, to removing trademark eyeglasses, and the more conventional process of simply
‘legging’ it to escape arrest.
Occasionally the narrative prose of this otherwise interesting book suffers from the retention of its original thesis format, which interrupts its narrative ﬂuidity; the book is
also encumbered by the overly lengthy literature review.
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